Gene-environment interactions in addictive disorders: epidemiological and methodological aspects.
The gene-environment interactions' approach could explain some epidemiological and clinical factors associated with addictive behaviours. Twin studies first help to disentangle the respective roles of environment and genetic effects, finding convincing evidence for common genetic vulnerability in several addictive behaviours, and helping to delimit what syndrome could belong to the addictive disorder spectrum. Assessing gene x environment interaction (G x E) needs specifically designed studies, using multiplicative or additive approaches. Focusing on this G x E interaction already showed its relevancy in many recent studies, using both epidemiological and molecular approaches. For example, in a non-human primate model of alcohol dependence assessing the respective role of genetic vulnerability (having the short allele located in the promoter region of the gene coding for the serotonin transporter) and severe fostering conditions (as locked up in a cage with other inmates for the first six months of life), the only group of monkeys that has a significant risk of using spontaneously alcohol is the one that gathers both risk factors, i.e. being peer-raised and having the short allele. Such approach could help to more accurately select specific candidate genes, to identify more homogenous subgroups of patients (as sharing the same genetic vulnerability), to understand how genetic factors mediate the risk of associated psychiatric disorders, and ultimately, may lead to more focused, i.e. more efficient, prevention strategies.